I Need A New Passion

Hebrews 2:2-3
Job 32:8

For six years from 1899 to 1905 they were driven by passion and inspiration to develop their new invention. Using a small home built wind tunnel and a three-axis control system. These two men pioneered the first practical fixed wing aircraft in aviation history. They were driven by passion and vision to tap into the unseen world of science that the Almighty God gave them inspiration for. Their names are Orville and Wilbur Wright.

Job says the breath and the inspiration of the Holy Ghost gives you and I understanding to achieve things beyond our personal abilities!!!

Now if Beyoncé can call on “Sasha”, an inhabiting demon spirit to come in her to inspire her to perform like no human on earth- how much more should you and I with the Holy Ghost inside of us stir up the inspiration of The Almighty to go beyond our capabilities now?

It is not our talents, gifting's, and skills by itself that it must important in Kingdom Business. It’s our vision and our passion for God and Gods Kingdom Business that’s most important!
1. Vision and Passion comes by an impartation of The Holy Ghost. Its caught and not taught!!!!
2. The inspiration of The Holy Ghost gives us a passion to perform the vision God gives to a local church.
   Vision starts with God then the spiritual leaders then the pastor and then vision groups with the saints.
3. Like Orville and Wilbur Wright the inspiration of The Holy Ghost wants to give you and I fresh vision in our personal lives to take us beyond our skills and talents.
4. Passion and vision that comes from the inspiration of The Almighty.
   • It releases convictions to us personally to start or stop doing things.
   • It releases prophecies into your life. One prophetic word can change your life.
   • It releases strong desire to do the will of God where the flesh wants to quit or complain.
   • Passion and vision rises above hardships and negativity because it’s getting its inspiration from The Almighty.
   • Vision and passion is imparted to us by the Holy Ghost through preaching, through worship, and through prayer and obedience to the word of God.

Many times we wrestle with our flesh to be motivated because we wrestle with a little or no vision.

1. The devil is after your passion. He’s after you vision like Samson’s eyes.
2. He knows it’s a matter of time before you start doing kingdom business with no joy and no zeal.
3. You complain more when working with people. When you have a little vision and no passion.
4. This was the problem with Hab. 1:1-4 read Hab. 3:16-19
5. Habakkuk increased his passion when he increased his vision that was inspired by the Holy Ghost.
6. Habakkuk learned to find his joy in doing God’s will and not by seeing God’s results. (Repeat this)
7. Some of us don’t get motivated unless we are in charge or we see results in what we do. You lack passion and vision my friend. Read John 4:35
8. Jesus said lift up your eyes and look on the fields, for they are white already to harvest. I need to redirect my personal interest to get a new passion and increased vision.
9. You'll never increase your vision and passion living a self-centered life going by how you feel concerning souls.
10. I have to violate my comfort zone for selfishness if I want to increase my passion and vision with God. Look at Heb. 12:2
11. Heb. 12:2 say for the vision and passion and joy set before me. I will take up cross for self-sacrificing living. The inspiration of The Almighty then rejuvenates me.

**It's time for new passion**

A. It's time to increase our long suffering for each other and get more passion and vision from the cross of Jesus.
B. It's time to inconvenience ourselves for each other and look past our faults and hang-ups.
C. Look on the fields change what you are looking at. For the inspiration of The Holy Ghost wants to impart to you a new spirit to accomplish the impossible. But you’ll never do it with a complaining and self-control attitude towards yourself and others.

**God always moves in power and might by the inspiration of his spirit upon human flesh.**

1. God’s inspiration moved on Noah to build an Ark. It moved the animals to go into the Ark; he couldn’t do this by himself.
2. It moved on Moses to build the tribe in the wilderness.
3. 2 Tim 3:16 says even the Word is given to us by the inspiration of The Holy Ghost. We need the inspiration of The Holy Ghost to understand and obey the preached Word of God. Both the Word and Spirit quickens and inspire us for increased vision and passion.
   - Paul warned the church of Galatia in Galatians 3:1-3 don’t be foolish to start doing God’s will and work on the strength of your flesh.
Without a renewing of passion and vision I result back to doing God’s will through my skills talents and gifting’s. We need the inspiration of The Almighty, to show us His impossibilities and His resources.
   - We need an impartation of The Holy Ghost to excel us beyond human strength and human resources.
   - Some of you are battling discouragement and depression because you no longer get your joy from the inspiration of The Almighty. You don’t desire teaching Home Bible Studies or disciplining people any more.
   - You don’t get joy for doing the will of God any more. You’ve become quick to be offended. Without the inspiration of the Holy Ghost we make decisions out of fear because we lack passion from God.
   - Bro. Cornwell a military general in our fellowship said, “The greatest problem we face in America is people getting offended.”

This will kill you passion and your vision for the things of God.
I’m here to tell you during this season of the Call to Love and The Call to War. Look on the fields, they are white.
Surrender the junk you’re fighting to the inspiration of the Almighty and stir up the gift.

a) He wants to impart a new idea, a new dream for you, a new song, a new ministry. Stop waiting for a man’s endorsement.

b) He wants to impart the inspiration of the Holy Ghost that will help you through the valley in a hard place you live in. But you’ve got to increase your passion and vision. (That’s how all this got started at POW)

But if I want a fresh impartation and inspiration of the Holy Ghost to increase my vision and passion I have to first do my part. (Read 1 Kings 18:30-38)

So if I want to get serious about a divine impartation of the inspiration of the Almighty then I got to do what Elijah did in 1 Kings 18:30-38. Vs. 31 He did 3 things to keep passion killers away.

1. He got 12 stones- this stands for the apostles doctrine, God I renew my commitment to Apostolic Doctrine and Holiness- I don’t want some seducing spirit trying to snatch me away from my spiritual covering. I make my mind up again today. There are dream killers and passion killers after you. You cannot let the wrong people speak into our life. It will kill our passion.
   - Example
     i. Man who got offered money to start a church. He spoke against Bro. Tamel. You speak against my wife and my spiritual covering and you become a red flag in my spirit to watch. Don’t let the wrong people speak into your life, they will kill your passion and your dreams.
     ii. Another man tried to split Bro. Cupit’s church.

2. Elijah builds an altar and a trench. This means leave here with a commitment for a set times. You will pray every day. That’s your trench you build. You got to get tough with the flesh. All impartation and inspiration come from a daily recommitment to carry a cross- this is an attitude of honor and not groping, complaining, and being critical of each other. Build you a trench and repair your prayer altar if you want an increase of passion and vision. This Call to Love season is a time to slow down to listen for God’s voice. Vs.33

3. Elijah put wood and bullocks and water on His Altar.
   - All of these objects are symbolic of laying all my unforgiveness, offenses, pride, and fear on my personal altar right now. So, there is no obstruction of the flow of God’s impartation on me. I don’t want to play with sin. It obstructs the impartation of almighty on me for an increase of Vision and Passion. If I don’t lay my wood and cut up the bullocks of my life on the altar Ezekiel 14:9 (A lying spirit was released)
   - So don’t make excuses for selfish behavior.
   - You be the first to do a ministry or assignment nobody else wants to do. This is how we receive the impartation and the inspiration of the Almighty for passion and vision.
   - Get your wood and bullocks on your altar. Make yourself accountable and stop being a loner.
   - Let the Holy Ghost help you with your talk of affection to loved ones. These are passion and dream killers that cause us to do the work of God like the foolish Galatians. Our bodies are a living sacrifice. On Elijah’s altar. So, without protection, Holiness living you will lose your passion and vision like Samson. Put your wood and water and bullocks on the altar for an impartation of the Holy Ghost with the friends and the places you go. And what you watch on your computer, TV, and phone. These are passion killers in or lives. Elijah put all this on an altar. You have to pursue holiness if you want passion that comes from God. Read vs. 34-39
This is God's passion falling because Elijah planted faith, repentance he planted word and worship and God released a greater impartation of the Holy Ghost to give him understanding and wisdom in fighting his enemy. Make up your mind, you are not going to let these vision and dream killers choke your passion for God today.

**Real passion and vision requires action on our parts**

1. It has to be personal to you.
2. Read 2 Thessalonians 1:11-12. This is the inspiration of The Almighty

Write The Vision and Make it Plain
(Pray the Lord of the harvest imparts and inspires laborers to into the harvest)
1. POW needs servant workers to help with calling and visiting guest who visit our church services.
2. POW needs more servant workers for our manna, hospitality (ushers and greeters) children’s, finance and tiny treasure ministries desperately.
3. We are in need of coordinator for our Sunday 1230pm classes
4. We lack home bible study teachers
5. We want to start a daughter work
6. POW needs student recruitment servant workers for VCA tomorrow night at 5:30pm
7. We need our leadership to be faithful to their 2 hour prayer shifts
8. We need servant workers for our path and Friday night prayer ministries
9. We need the older saints to invite the younger saints and visitors to their homes for discipleship
10. To be faithful to our Sunday 1230pm classes
11. We are seeking grandparents for helping with the VCA students
12. We see to create our own jobs for young people
13. We seek to create our own food coop for church members
14. We seek to create a self sustaining and thriving Kingdom Culture Community
15. Its time to write our own music and our own school curriculum
16. Its time for saint sitting on a pew to step up and stretch themselves outside of their comfort zones to take their department to the next level
17. To renew your faithfulness to tithes and offerings
18. Participating with the 21 days of Daniel's fasting
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